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ABSTRACT 

We have studied the prompt photon decay +(3095)~7 v·v-v·v" with the 
Mark II detector at SPEAR. This channel is found to contain a 7 popo 
component with pOpo masses concentrated between 1.4 GeV/c 2 and 2.0 
GeV/cz . The branching fraction for the ~7popo decay with masses less 
than 2.0-GeV/c 2 is measured to be (1.25±0.35±0.40) x 10- 3 • .' 
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The remarkablv narrow width of the +(3095) implies a strong OZI 

suppression of the three gluon decay of the 3S, co bound stat •• Prompt 

photons produced in + decays are therefore expected to be predominantlv 

emitted from an initial charmed quark Yather than from a final state 

quark since this requires onlv two gluons to mediate the decay. The 

possibility that gluonic bound states might be observed in these decays 

has led to considerable experimental effort' at the SPEAR and DORIS 

electron-positron colliding beam facilities. W. report in this Letter a 

study of the decay 

+(3095) ~ 7V·V"V·V". (1) 

Likelihood fits to the four-pion system provide evidence for the decay 

+(3095) ~ 7 popo, (2) 

with pOpo invariant masses concentrated between 1.4 GeV/~t and 2.0 

GeV/c Z• Enhancements in the pOpo channel in this mass range have previ-

ously been reported in hadronic reactionsZ and observed in final states 

produced by photon-photon collisions3. 

The data for this experiment were taken with the Mark II detector' 

at SPEAR and correspond to ~650,000 produced t mesons. Events were con-

sidered candidate's for the prompt photon decay (1) if the V contained 

four charged particles with zero net charge and at least one photon 

detected in the electromagnetic calorimeters with energy greater than 

300 MeV. Candidate events were removed from further consideration if 

they contained a pair of tracks that formed a secondary vertex consis-

tent with a K.o decay. or if any of the prongs were determined bv the 
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TOF system to be charged kaons. These cuts remove events of the type 

K.OKV that come from the decay 1+7,(1440)'. Conservation o-f energy was 

imposed on candidate events by 'requiring that the difference between the 

missing energy recoi'ling against the four-pion system and the magnitude 

of the corresponding missing momentum be less than,O.100 GeY. After 

these cuts the only significant background that remains is the decay 

""v·v-v·v-VO. This is the largest hadronic decay of the ~ (~4%). and 
+-J 

asymmetric decays of the VO lead to events' that are m,;staken for the 

desired prompt photon si~nal. To estimate the size of this background 

we use a technique. developed for our study' of the decay ~'~7~c. that 

uses the measured direction of the observed photon. The transverse 

momentum of the hadronic sys,tem relative to the observed photon direc-

tion is defined by 

PtyZ = 4 • P,.z . sinZ(X/2) • (3) 

where P,. is the magnitude of the momentum vector of the four-pion sys-

tem. and x is the acollinearity angle between the photon and the 

hadronic momentum vector. Conservation of momentum requires that. in 

the absence of measurement errors. this quanti ty vani sh for rea,l ,prompt 

photon decays. Decays of vOs lead to a rather broa~ distribut{on of 

ptyZ. The observed distribution of PtyZ is shown in rig.1 f.or all 

events that pass the previously stated criteria. The signal region is 

defined by Pty! ( 0.001 Gey2/c'2. and the 11 0 background is estimated from 

the number of events in the, reg,ion 0.003 Geyz/c 2 { ptyz { 0.01 Gey2/c2• 

Fig.2a shows the hadronic mass distribution for events found in the 

signal region and also shows the estimated Vo background. 

."'~ 
''--
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The detector 

acceptance falls smoothly by s10% as the mass increases from 1 Gev/c 2 to 

2.5 GeY/c z• but above 2.5 GeY/cz the 300 MeY cut on the measured photon 

energy removes events at an increasing rate. The VO background-sub~ 

tracted prompt 7 signal is shown in Fig.2b and is ~ompared with the dis-

tribution of four-pion masses expected to be observed if the decay pro-

ceeds via five-body Lorentz invariant phase space.' The data are clearly 

inconsistent with this hypothesis. 

Fig.3 shows the' scatter plot' of one v·v- mass combination against 

another (two entries per event) for all signal events in Fig.2a. A'sig-

nificant pOpO cluster is seen in this plot and evidence for pOvv events 

is also visible. To isolate the pOpo component in the data sample. we 

have performed a series of likelihood fits. These fits were done by 

assigning to each event w'eightscomputedfrom 'the four-vectors of the 

observed pions. We first assumed that the 4v state consists' of an' 

incoherent superposition of four-body phase space, and pOpo. and made a 

one-parameter fft to the fraction of events that are pOpo for each of 

several four-pion mass bins. The pOpo weight was the square of a prop-

erly symmetrized amplitude in the v+u- pair masses. but all angular dis-

tributions were assumed to be isotropic. The signal region and the VO 

background region were separately fitted. and the appropriate background 

subtraction was made bin-by-bin in the hadronic mass. ThellO back-

ground-subtracted pOpo signal as determined by this fit is'shown in 

Fig.4 as a solid h'istogram. Since Fig.3 indicates a possible pov. com-

ponent in the data. we have also done' a two-parameter fit in which the 

4vstate included a pOllll three-body contribution as well as popo and 

four-body phase space. The popo signal from this fit is shown in Fig.4 
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as points with errors. Although the limited statistics result in siza-

ble errors in the two-parameter fit. the qualitative agreement with the 

previous result is good. 

To check for possible biases in these results. a third fit was made 

that included the three contributions of the previous fit plus anA, 

modification of the pnn three-body final state. The A, was taken to 

have a mass of 1.2 GeY/c t and a width of 0.300 GeY/c z and was assumed to 

have a relativistic Breit-Wigner shape with constant width. This term 

was considered since. aside from.the pOpD state. it is the most likely 

two-body system that produces a threshold at m'n «1.4 GeY/cz. (See 

Fig.2.) Although a sizable part of the pnn final state was assigned to 

the nA, channel by this fit. the addition of the nA, term reduced the 

pDpO component by only «20%. The two-parameter fit has also been 

applied to Monte Carlo generated pOpo and pDnn events. The probability 

for identification of pDpD events was found to be consistent with 100%. 

while-~ 5% of the pDnwevents were systematically misidentified· as pDpD 

events. 

To estimate the size of the pDpD signal we find that 76t22 events 

with masses below 2.0 GeY/cz were assigned to this channel by the two-

parameter fit. The acceptance of the detector for the 74n final state 

has been determined by a Monte Carlo calculation to be (9.7t2.0)%. The 

error is due to uncertainty in the angular distribution of the prompt 

photon; we have taken this ~istribution to be isotropic. 

ber of produced f mesons. we then obtain 

From the num-

BR f+7pDpD (mpp < 2.0 GeY/c Z) = (1.25 t 0.35 t 0.40) x 10". (4) 
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where the first error is the statisHcal error from the two-parameter 

likelihood fit and the second error is the systematic uncertainty which 

includes 20% from the acceptance calculation. 10% from the normaliza-

tion, and 20% from the variation in the number of events assigned to the 

pDpD channel by the various likelihood fits. We similarlY find from the 

data in Fig.2b the branching fraction for the decay ~7n+n·n+n' (with 

m'n less than 2.5 GeY/c Z) to be (4.85tO.45tl.20) x 10". 

We conclude that we observe a substantial ~7pDpO signal with pDpO 

invariant masses concentrated below 2.0 GeY/cz • While a threshold 

enhancement may account for the observed signal, we can interpret the 

pDpO spectrum obtained from the two-parameter likelihood fit as a combi-

nation of 7pDpD phase space and a resonance described by a Breit-Wigner 

with constant width. A fit gives a mass of 1.65tO.05 GeY/c z and a width 

of 0.20tO.l0 GeY/cz for the resonance parameters. The branching frac-

tion (4). which is given only for the case of two neutral rho mesons, is 

comparable to that for the decay ~7f(1270)7, and if we assume that the 

pDpD·state is purely isoscalar (isovector is not possible). the total 

branching fraction for f+7pp (with a factor of 3 to account for the p.p' 

final state) may be as large as that for the decay ~7'(1440)'. We also 

note that a resonance 8 with a mass of 1.640tO.050 GeY/cz and width 

=0.220 GeY/cz has recently been observed' in the radiative decay f ~ 

77171. 

Comparison of the pDpD spectrum presented here with previously 

reported Z" signals is complicat~d by the fact that the mass range of 

interest is near the pDpD threshold and different production mechanisms 

lead to substantially different dynamical and phase-space considera-
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tions. Production of pOpo states in nucleon-antinucleon annihilation 

have beenreportedZ at masses s 1.4 GeY/cz and s 1.7 GeY/c z with widths 

that are perhaps more narrow than that seen in this experiment. These 

hadronic processes involve final states that include one or more pions 

in addition to the four pions that make up the pOpo combination, and 

final state interactions may playa role in determining the pOpo line 

shapes. An enhancement in the TT.popo cross section has been observed3 

that is broader than the signal presented here and is peaked at a some-

what lower mass. This two-photon reaction most likely proceeds via vec-

tor dominance, and as such, the cross section may have additional 

hadronic flux factors modifying any possible threshold or Breit~Wigner 

behaviour. 

The authors wish to acknowledge useful discussions with G. Fox of 

the Cal{fornia Institute of Technology regarding aspects of this work. 
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Figure CapHons 

Fig.t. The distribution of the s~uare of the transverse momentum of 
the four-pion system relative to the observed photon direction. 
The dashed curve is the expected shape of the background from .0 decays. and has been:normajized to the data between 
.003 Gey2/c2 and .Ot Gey2/c2. 

Fig.2. Ca) Hadronic spectrum for events with four observed pions 
and one observed photon. The histogram shows the estimated 
background from the decay of the i' into fiv'e' pions 11+11-11+11-110 • 
Cb) The observed 11 0 background-subtracted prompt photon 
Signal ~7.·.-.·11-. The curve is the distribution 
expected if the decay proceeds via five-body phase space. 

Fig.3. Scatter plot of .+.- pair masses. There are two entries 
per event. 

rigA. The pOpo'mass spectrum as determined by, likelihood fits 
to the spectra'in Fig.2a. See' text for descriptions of these 
fits. Notice that the bins in this'plot are ~f v~riable size. 
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